Background Apnoea of prematurity (AOP) is a significant clinical problem in premature infants and is almost universal in infants < 1000 g at birth. Caffeine has emerged as the methylxanthine of choice to treat AOP. Although it is commonly used, there is no unified consensus or guideline on its use in NNU in England.

Aim To study the current practice of caffeine use in AOP at NNU in England.

Methods A telephonic survey of level 3 and level 2 units in England was conducted, using a standardised questionnaire, over November and December, 2011.

Results Out of 52 units surveyed, 48% were level 3 units. All units used caffeine for treatment of AOP (base 60% and citrate 40% of units). 92% of units have written guidelines on caffeine use. Caffeine was started by 47% of units based on gestational age, regardless of symptoms. All units used a loading dose, which varied between 5 and 25mg/kg (median of 10mg/kg) for caffeine base and 15 to 20mg/kg (median of 20mg/kg) for citrate. The maintenance dose varied between 2.5–6mg/kg/day (median of 5mg/kg/day) for base and 5–12mg/kg/day (median of 5mg/kg/day) for citrate. Caffeine levels were routinely performed by 7% of units. Caffeine was discontinued between 30 to 36 weeks gestation.

Discussion Our survey depicts that practice of caffeine use varies significantly across NNU in England. The results from this survey could be used as a footing for further data collection, for formulation of a uniform guideline maximising the utilisation of this extensively studied drug.

Conclusion The current dobutamine PK data is difficult to interpret due to inhomogeneity and variability of patients’ age and conditions, dobutamine dosages and study designs. High quality prospective PK data - especially in newborns - is urgently required prior to our large randomised study.

Background and aims LEVO is a novel inodilator developed to treat heart failure. Biotransformation of LEVO in the intestinal tract gives rise to intermediate metabolites with prolonged beneficial haemodynamic effects. There are no data on LEVO PKs in neonates. We aim to investigate LEVO and intermediate metabolites PKs in newborns undergoing CPB.

Methods Eleven infants received step-wise dose increase of LEVO (0.10, 0.15, 0.20 mg/kg/min) delivered as i.v. continuous infusion, starting before CPB up to 48h post-surgery. Eleven blood samples per subject were collected up to day 14 post-infusion started. Samples were quantified by HPLC-MS/MS. Non-compartmental methods were used for PK parameters. Median (IQR) values are reported.

Results Area under the curve (AUC, ng/h/mL) OR-1855 plasma concentration [1717.10 (930.38–3756.41)] was 2.3- and 8.2-fold higher than LEVO [742.10 (527.23–1046)] and OR-1896 [209.78 (99.54–275.36)], respectively. LEVO clearance (Cl, L/h/kg) was 0.67 (0.44–1.0). OR-1855 maximum concentration (Cmax, ng/ml) was 5.2-fold higher than OR-1896 [18.5 (10.44–33.25) vs. 3.58 (2.94–4.38)]. OR-1896 and OR-1855 Cmax were respectively achieved 2h before and 120h after LEVO infusion stopped. LEVO Cl increased and AUC decreased with postnatal age, explaining 66.23% (p=0.023) and 34.51% (p=0.047) of their respective variance. LEVO AUC and pre-surgery antibiotics explained 38.89% (p=0.016) and 26.68% (p=0.035) of OR-1855 AUC variance, respectively. Use of additional diuretics to furosemide explained 27.21% (p=0.025) of OR-1896 AUC. No other covariates influenced LEVO or metabolites PKs.

Conclusions This study describes the pharmacokinetic profile of LEVO and intermediate metabolites in newborns as well as covariates explaining a significant part of their variance.
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PSYCHOSOCIAL OUTCOME IN LIVER TRANSPANTED CHILDREN WAS PRIMARILY INVESTIGATED IN TERMS OF HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE (HRQOL). IN CHILDREN THIS MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSTRUCT ADDITIONALLY ACCENTUATES DOMAINS LIKE SCHOOL, FAMILY, AND PEERS AS WELL AS PHYSICAL AND COGNITIVE-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

ALTHOUGH ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION IS LIFESAVING, RECIPIENTS TRADE A TERMINAL ILLNESS FOR A CHRONIC SYNDROME WITH GOOD ORGAN FUNCTION IN MOST CASES, HOWEVER. NONETHELESS, RESTORATION OF ORGAN FUNCTION DOES NOT INVOLVE RETURN TO A NORMAL LIFE. IT IS CHARACTERIZED BY FEAR OF ORGAN FAILURE AND COMPLICATIONS, SIDE EFFECTS OF THE MEDICATION, DEVELOPMENTAL DEFICITS, AND PSYCHIATRIC COMORBIDITIES. LIVER TRANSPLANTED CHILDREN SHOW A POORER HRQOL COMPARED WITH THE HEALTHY POPULATION, EQUAL TO OR BETTER THAN IN CHILDREN WITH OTHER CHRONIC DISEASES. FACTORS